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AN INTRODUCTION FINDING A GEOCACHE

Our project Website: erasmusgeocaching.weebly.com

OUR VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/user/GoGeocaching
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sj31U_z9MFA&t=21s
http://www./erasmusgeocaching.weebly.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sYOgi3rrTgE






















Pokemon Go

GEOCACHING



Geocaching is a real-world, 
outdoor adventure.

It’s a TREASURE HUNT made 
with the help of the GPS of 
your smart phone.





Milano



What is a CACHE? 

Generally speaking a cache is a CONTAINER, 
but in Geocaching this container can take 
numberless of shapes and sizes.



www.instagram.com/geocaching

http://www.instagram.com/geocaching




No matter the size and 
shape, a cache should 
contain a LOOGBOOK, 
that is a piece of paper 
that players must sign 
in order to register 

their finding.



A cache might also include small items 
you can take, provided you leave 
something of equal or greater value 
in its place. 



A GEOCACHER’S ESSENTIAL KIT



Geocaching in 11 easy steps:



PLAYING ON YOUR SMART PHONE

 download the APP



1. Start the APP and look for caches around 

where you live or… in a place you want to explore →

PLAYING ON YOUR SMART PHONE



2. Type the name of the place

3. Check the map

4. Pick up a cache…



5. Go and 

look for it.



where 

you are
your destination

how far you are

You can use 

the compass



▪ Difficulty

▪ Terrain

▪ Dimension

6a. When you get there, 

read the information about 

the cache:  
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6c. Read the DESCRIPTION 

of the place





7a. Take the 

QUIZ…



7b. … in order 

to get the HINT



8. Check in the list of 

ACTIVITIES when the cache was 

found for the last time and look for 

additional hints (+ photos)





Team work 

always pays 

back…

9. When you are close to the place you can forget your 

smart phone – it’s time to use your brain and eyes. 

It’s never too easy to find a cache. Our tip is: 

look for something that seems out of place.















10. Once you have found the cache sign the logbook, exchange 

one item (in case you’ve found any) and put everything back.





11. LOG your finding online and share your stories



and celebrate!









it’s definitely worth it


